Changes in R wave amplitude during aerobic exercise stress testing in hypertensive adolescents.
The change in R wave amplitude during progressive aerobic exercise was studied in hypertensive adolescent boys. A comparable control group consisted of normotensive adolescent boys matched for age, body size and race. Twenty-four normotensive and 22 hypertensive subjects exercised to exhaustion on a treadmill utilizing the Bruce protocol. Blood pressure and heart rate were monitored during exercise and recovery. The change in R wave amplitude in a lead V5 electrocardiogram was determined at each level of exercise. The normotensive group demonstrated a progressive increase in systolic pressure, heart rate and rate-pressure product (heart rate x systolic pressure) during exercise and a progressive decrease in R wave amplitude with a significant correlation of R wave change versus the cardiac response variable (p less than 0.001). Hypertensive subjects manifested a greater increase in systolic pressure, heart rate and rate-pressure product during exercise with no decrease in R wave amplitude until the exercise end point. The difference in R wave response to progressive exercise in the two groups was significant (p less than 0.01). A variation in myocardial function in hypertensive adolescents as demonstrated by a difference in R wave response to exercise may reflect a level of peripheral vascular resistance greater than that of normotensive control subjects.